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CALENDAR

CALENDAR

IPMS ATLANTA

IPMS MARIETTA SCALE MODELERS

Sep 15: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

Sep 18: Monthly Meeting 1 pm *
(IAM Union Hall, Marietta)

Sep 18: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Oct 9: Monthly Meeting 1 pm **
(IAM Union Hall, Marietta)

Sep 25: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Nov 6: Monthly Meeting 1 pm **
(IAM Union Hall, Marietta)

Oct 2:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(In-Person at Hobby Town Buford)

Oct 9:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Oct 16:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

December Monthly Meeting will NOT be
a formal business meeting. WILL be the
Christmas Party (day and details TBA.)
* - Short business meeting followed by Swap Meet
** - Officer nominations

Oct 20: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

Monthly Meeting Notes
08/25/2021 Meeting was held at the Lawrenceville Masonic Hall. IPMS Marietta Scale Modelers Chapter
President, Buz Pezold was present. IPMS Atlanta Chapter President, Dave Lockhart opened and
conducted the meeting.
1. Business:
- Treasurer: Art Murray reported no major changes.
- Website: Bill Easton - AtlantaCon 2021 forms to be posted as they are available. Kim Elmore is
working on adapting PDF forms to be "fillable" so registrants can use their computers to enter
information on the forms for convenience and helping with legibility.
- Jim Elmore - continuing to follow-up with the CHOA on kit needs and possible in-person build
opportunity with the kids.
- Kim Elmore - 2021 IPMS Atlanta Christmas Party will be Saturday, December 4 at 5:30 pm at
the Elmore home (address and details will come later.)
- Dave Lockhart - AtlantaCon 2021 Club Table: - Bill Aicklen has volunteered to take the lead in
staffing and running a table at the show for club members to sell kits from their personal stashes.
Bill would welcome any volunteers to help him staff the table. There wil be a 10% fee (payable to
the club) for kits sold from the table.
- No further business
2. Show & Tell for models on the table:
- Members discussed and got a close look at models that had been brought in.
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Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://gwinnettveteransmemorialmuseum.org/
COMPLETED:
MiG-21, Bill Wofford
F-4, Brian Speer
MiG-17, Bill Johnston
B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
Berlin Airlift C-47 (1/144), Bill Easton
F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-117, Gale Brown
F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
F-16B Jim Elmore
F-16C Jim Elmore
A-10, Ed Hulsey
B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum
USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

IN PROCESS:
F-100, Art Murray
Berlin Airlift C-54 (1/144), Bill Easton
F-104, Jim Elmore

UNASSIGNED:
A-4 Skyhawk
A-6
F-106
F-86
OV-10
OV-1A

Member Note:
Please consider building one of
these 1/32 models. The
veterans are always glad to
receive a new model for display
in the museum.

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

CHOA
Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta
at Egleston Hospital

Status ...
Jim Elmore indicated that he delivered about thirty model kits to CHOA on August 10.
Jim also asks members, "As always, please pass on any leads on affordable, snaptite kits."

Please Note!
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August Monthly Meeting

Thanks to
Michael
Blackwood for
this pic of
Dave Lockhart
conducting his
seminar on
building a
chapter club at
the Las Vegas
Nationals.
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September Hobby Town Build Session

"

Ray Wheeler, Frank Resciniti, and Stew
Swartz use Ray's two Hellcat models to
discuss pros and cons of building the
model with various manufactures' kits.

Brian Speer, Gale Brown, and Chris
"2g" Waggener reviewing some
pic's from one of Chris' exploits.

Jim Elmore at work on a 1/32 F-104 kit he
is assembling to hang from the ceiling at
the Gwinnett Veterans Museum.
(Note: This would be his fifth model
donated to the museum!)
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"ON THE TABLE" - SHOW & TELL ...
Three Models from Frank Resciniti
Brawner-Ford Hawk
Kit: SMTS
1/43
Paint: Model Master
Add-on: None
Techniques: Out-of-Box
1969 Indy 500 Winner driven by
Mario Andretti for his only Indy
500 win.

Kubelwagen
Kit: Tamiya
1/48
Paint: Tamiya
Add-on: Aftermarket balloon tires
Techniques: Wash and pastel
weathering

P-47 Thunderbolt
Kit: Hasegawa
1/48
Add-on: None
Paint: Model Master
Techniques: Weathered with pencil
and pastels
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More SHOW & TELL ...
Art Murray
he
of t
l
e
Mod

th
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Bomarc Missiles
(A and B Models
shown on their
launchers; the
third one is an
example out-ofbox build)
Kit: Revell
1/56 (approx.)
The A and B models
took heavy scratch
build work to correct
kit deficiencies.

Robert Starnes
P-51 Mustang
Kit: Hobby Lobby
1/48
Paint: None
Add-on: "A half-gallon of
CA+ glue!"
Techniques: "Lots of
patience!"
"Worst 'kit' in 40 years of
modelling!"
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More SHOW & TELL ...
Jim Elmore
Churchill A.V.R.E.
Bridge Layer

Kit: Trenchwerx
1/56 (Gaming)
Paint: TBD
Add-on: Stowage and
TBD
Techniques: Upgrading
gaming kit to more like a
scale model.

Jose Duran
Obice 305-17 De Stefano
Italian WWI Mortar / Howitzer
Kit: Vargas Scale Models
1/35
Work-In-Progress
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Bill Aicklen

Commonwealth CA-13
Boomerang
Kit: Airfix
1/72
Paint: Aeromaster, Tamiya
Add-on: Wire Pitot Tube
Techniques: Flory Dark Dirt
Wash
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...
Swap Meet Reminder from Dave Lockhart:
"Please remind IPMS Atlanta members that IPMS Marietta will be having a Swap Meet on Sep 18th at
the IAW Union Hall in Marietta. This will be in place of their monthly meeting."
Here is an interesting one:
Survivorship bias: Abraham Wald and the WWII airplanes
https://www.technewsiit.com/hidden-history-abraham-wald-and-survivorship-bias
I too often find myself focused on exactly the opposite of what I should be looking at.

SCOTTCON CANCELLATION:
Due to the continuing COVID pandemic and major changes at the Museum of Aviation, The Robert L.
Scott Chapter of IPMS has decided to cancel SCOTTCON 2021. The event was originally scheduled for
September 25, 2021. If you have any questions, please contact Dwight S. Lockhart,
sm236@bellsouth.net.

Brush Deals Found by Thomas Moore:
Here are some small sable brushes I got on eBay. I’m going to give them a try for 1/48 figures and other
small details. The pair of Grumbacher brushes was $12 plus shipping (made in India). The Duro brushes
were $10 plus shipping (made in W. Germany). Both from lfle7076 (Artrageous Deals) on eBay.

Info Sources for the Atlantis HH-3E "Jolly Green Giant:
I'm going to leave this posting in the newsletter until March for reference ...
Kit Review
Search Results
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Modeler's "Silver Bullets" ...
As modelers, seems like we are always on the lookout for the perfect paint, tool, or technique that will
magically help us get the build done just right the first time every time. (I know. If it were that easy, what fun
would this hobby be.) Anyway, just like buying another kit we don't need, we keep looking for magic
solutions. Let us know about the paint, tools, supplies, and techniques that work for you.

Jim Elmore – A guide to Miniature painting YouTube videos
Feeling that my figure painting skills were at a plateau, I have been diving into some of the
miniature figure painting How To videos on YouTube. My, there are a lot of them. In this article I
will attempt to direct the casual painter to some videos that might be most beneficial.
You must understand that the miniature figure hobby is dominated by the science fiction
and fantasy games from Games Workshop. For every historical mini gamer or model builder,
there are a dozen or more GW enthusiasts. The videos reflect this. Most of the channels I have
selected here favor those games, but these are the painters driving the hobby. If you think that
all you want to learn is how to paint better Panzer Grenadiers, I suggest you are mistaken.
Learning to paint better MINIS will make you better at all minis. The subject doesn’t really matter.
These videos use primarily acrylic paints. Some of the brands and colors may not be
familiar, but don’t fret. Any of the good acrylic paints will work fine. Use whatever brand you
have consistent access to. Just avoid the craft paints from the big box stores- they do not have
the pigment level of the better paints.
Our first stop will be Dr Faust’s Painting Clinic. This fellow has been making videos for
nearly a decade and offers a clear, concise path to good painting skills. This link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2y8wIJCS-k&list=PL10C32CB2CD611E84&index=2

is his starting video. Check the playlist of his other videos for areas that interest you. (This will
be true for all these channels).
After you have painted some minis in Dr. Faust’s technique, you may want to sample
something different. The channels linked below are by painters that are more ambitious and
adventurous. These artists are continually experimenting with colors and techniques that push
the hobby. If you think there is no place for purple on your Panzer Grenadiers, you may be
wrong.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzuEL3bhcn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-kURy4om3Y&list=PLJ94fHMfAt02UkP1RaHTkHeC7MX8VJQT&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FA_X3C9YRb0&list=PLcdsbwBroEmCplpQ_s3jSuxW8-1KQrsfT&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKs_mBBNN0w
These channels only scratch the surface. I choose them because of their positive nature
and entertaining production quality.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS
by Jim Pernikoff
As I predicted last month, the vendor room at the recent IPMS Nationals in Las Vegas provided plenty of
content for this month’s column. Even though some regulars like Airfix, MA Publications, MPM/Special
Hobby and Zoukei-Mura were missing because of Covid protocols, the room was full of goodies. Indeed,
within 30 minutes of entering, I had spent about $200, proving that the casino was not the only place in the
hotel complex to separate oneself from one’s money! (But at least you knew what you were getting!)
First off are three 1/72 resin kits from Hungarian producer SBS
Models, provided by Joe's Models of Fulton, MO. As you will see at
www.sbsmodel.com, most of their line consists of accessories, but
they do make a number of kits of offbeat European subjects not likely
to be offered by others, such as in this case, Italian Schneider Trophy
racers. These are the Macchi M.C.72, #7015 (which held the
absolute world air speed record for a few years), the Piaggio P.C.7,
#7025 (an experimental
hydrofoil concept that never
flew) and the Macchi M.33, #7027 (the last flying boat to contest
the race, which finished 3rd in 1925 behind Doolittle). The kits
come in sturdy one-piece boxes and are packed with bubble-wrap.
The parts are in gray resin,
some loose and some
attached to runners, in
several plastic bags, with
the windshields in clear resin in another bag. The M.33 also has a
bag with a few cast metal parts. A separate bag contains a small
photo-etch fret containing cockpit details; the decal sheet is small
but well printed and complete. A b&w instruction sheet shows
assembly steps much better than some resin kits I’ve seen recently,
and a separate color sheet shows color information and decal
locations. All-in-all, very well-thought-out products.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
I also bought some accessory sets for all 3 kits, as these were all under $10. For the two Macchis were
sets of bracing wires done in photo-etched stainless steel; for the M.33 was also a resin beaching dolly, and
for the Piaggio was a beaching trestle made of wood! All were nicely packaged and came with adequate
instructions, and conveniently they all fit within the pertinent kit boxes, providing some nice enhancements
at low prices.

Most of the books came from Casemate Publishers, which aside from their own books are importing many
lines from overseas, saving substantially on shipping costs, and at the show they were offering 40% off
of many items! I usually list what I think are the more desirable books first, but in this case I’m just taking
them off the stack.
Avonmore Books of Australia have added new volumes to two of their great
series. Pacific Adversaries, Volume Four, Imperial Japanese Navy vs The Allies,
The Solomons 1943-1944, features 15 stories of air-to-air encounters among a wide
variety of aircraft. The Corsair makes its first appearance (not without some trouble)
and types such as the Betty, Pete and Rufe are included. The stories
are entertaining, and the book is illustrated with three-views and side-views of
the aircraft involved, along with photos and some very good maps. This is one of my
favorite current series available.
Pacific Profiles, Volume Three, Allied Medium Bombers:
Douglas A-20 Havoc Series, Southwest Pacific 1942-1944,
is a rather single-minded book about the aircraft that did much of the USAAF’s
low-level bombing in theater; never mind that it was really a light bomber. The
aircraft are listed by unit and are illustrated primarily with some 100 color sideview drawings, with closeups of the inevitable nose art; elsewhere are illustrations
of unit insignia. There are brief histories of each aircraft, and there are also
photos and isometric drawings showing the differences between the various
marks of A-20s that served. An excellent reference for anyone building an A-20.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
Vehicle Art of World War Two from Pen & Sword fills an important niche, since while
aircraft nose art has been covered profusely, there has been a lack of coverage of art
on ground vehicles. The five major armies each have their own chapter, and while the
emphasis is on the European theater, the Pacific at least gets some coverage. The
good part is that most of the photos are in color; the bad part is that the entire vehicle is
rarely shown, largely negating the usefulness of the book for modelers. Still, there is a
nice variety of vehicles included, and maybe this book will stimulate the publication of
more useful books.
U.S. Aircraft Carriers 1939-45 is the latest in the hardcover
series of Casemate Illustrated Specials. It’s a big topic to
cover, and the author has decided to concentrate on the lesser classes, believing
(correctly) that the big fleet carriers have had plenty of press, though they are by
no means ignored. While there are plenty of exterior photos, you won’t find much
in the way of technical details (except as noted below). But for the light and
escort carriers, there are actually brief histories of each individual ship. There is
also a section on carrier aircraft, which may not add much new info but is at least
well done. The last two chapters are the most interesting: a dive to the sunken
USS Saratoga, and a detailed tour of the Essex-class USS Hornet in Alameda,
which is well-supported by photos and could be useful for anyone building
an Essex-class in large scale.
Avro CF-105 Arrow, Canada’s Supersonic Sentinel, is a diminutive softcover photo
album published in Quebec by IMAVIATION that cost all of $5! It covers the
unfortunate aircraft thoroughly from its inception to its cancellation, with many
photos that I’ve not seen before. The text is in English; a separate French edition
is available. This is apparently a short version of a four-volume, 450-page bilingual
series on the Arrow, which is advertised on the rear flap. A nice little book about an
aircraft that deserved better.
Lockheed Martin, Reaching for the Stars, is an exception, because I did not buy it at
the convention; I found it on the magazine rack at Barnes & Noble! From Kelsey
Publishing in the U.K., it is a full-color bookazine that pretty thoroughly covers all
of L.M.’s current air and space endeavors in text and photos, along with whatever
future endeavors the authors were able to get information about. And yes, it does
include Sikorsky. It may not break any new ground but is a nice review of the
company’s place in the aerospace sector.
MiG-31 Foxhound, Flying with the Russian Air Force, is #12
in the spectacular Duke Hawkins series of monographs
from HMH Publications. Like other volumes in the series, this covers the once
mysterious aircraft with color photos from both near and far, including the interior
details that will please anyone building a Foxhound model. I don’t know how these
guys get such direct access to aircraft like this, but I hope they keep it up!
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
It may seem that the Spotlight ON series from MMPBooks highlights the artists more
than the aircraft, considering the relative sizes of the names on the cover! But if that
is to ensure high quality artwork, I’m all for it. #23, McDonnell Douglas (Boeing)
F-15 Eagle, features 41 side views from noted artist J. P. Vieira. A book of standard
color schemes would be quite boring, so the book features many flight-test,
commemorative or special schemes, both from the USAF and foreign users, most
notably the Japanese. Although only one view is provided for each, the views are
large and the captions reasonably informative. If you want to find a non-standard
scheme in which to paint an F-15, this book is a good place to
start.
#24, Battle of Britain Defenders, is a special commemorating the battle’s
80th anniversary. It only features 29 aircraft, but that is because a few of them are
featured on multiple pages, showing both sides and the upper and lower views.
There are 17 Hurricanes, 10 Spitfires and 2 Defiants, and while there are, naturally,
some Polish pilots included, their percentage is not out of line. Both relatively
famous and unknown pilots are included, and there is enough variation in
camouflage and markings to make the book interesting. A bonus is the inclusion of
detailed instrument panel drawings for both Hurricane and Spitfire, plus a list of top
aces.
The Mighty Eighth is one of four excellent art books from The Military
Gallery of the U.K. It tells the story by using a number of artworks, both color
and black-&-white, some very well-known, some not so much. The text is well
written and very readable. An impressive appendix lists a lot of pertinent data
for each of the bomber groups and fighter groups of the Eighth, along with lists
of fighter aces and Medal of Honor recipients. This is very well made and will
look good on your coffee table. The others in the series cover the Battle of
Britain, the Dambusters raid and D-Day, so they may be of interest as well.
The next group of books I had to order from Casemate after I got home, since they had either sold out at
the show or they hadn’t been brought. Fortunately, they provided a code so that these were still 40% off!
Fighters of the Dying Sun from Fonthill Media has Spanish author Justo
Miranda showing all the fighter designs concocted by both the Japanese Army
and Navy from about 1943 onwards, including well-known aircraft like Tojo, Nick,
Tony, Frank, Jack and George along with others that appeared only in prototype
form and others that never left the drawing board. As is his style, the author also
sometimes shows similar designs from other countries as a basis for
comparison. In some cases the drawings are speculative, but the author does
not hesitate to say that. There are also drawings that show how Japanese
fighters intended to use their aircraft to ram enemy bombers. There is no color in
this one, but that’s a minor matter. If you dig the subject, then the book is
worthwhile to have.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
Cold War Berlin: An Island City, Volume 2: The Berlin Wall, 1950-1961 is #12 in
the Europe @War series from Helion, and picks up after the successful airlift. It
highlights the increasingly frustrating attempts by the Communists to keep their
populace from escaping to the West, which ultimately led to the building of the wall.
There is the story of a tunnel built by the British in the early ‘50s that was quickly
found by the KGB, and the stories of a workers’ uprising in 1953 and a standoff
between the sides at the Brandenburg Gate in 1961, either of which could
conceivably have started WWIII. The whole book reads rather like a novel, except
it all apparently happened! The color pages include one of aircraft, three of military
vehicles, one of uniforms, two of color photos and one of a very good map showing
the sectors and features of the city. This one is good!
Century Series Fighters is the latest in the continuing series of color profile
bookazines from Mortons Media, which I’d been buying consistently over the
years on the newsstand at Barnes & Noble. This one mysteriously never showed
up there, so I was glad to be able to order it from Casemate. The artwork is by
Danish artist Mads Bangso and even includes single pages on the F-103, F-108
and F-109! The schemes are plenty varied and include foreign users. The
problem is that most of the side views span two pages and thus go across the
gutter, which has the ability to hide details, though that does not to be too much of
a problem here. If you like any of these iconic aircraft, this is worth seeking out,
but you probably will have to order it online.
USS Arizona, The Enduring Legacy of a Battleship, is
a book that was published in Germany in 2018 by the Bauernfeind
Press which I had not seen before Vegas. It is probably the best single book
I’ve bought this year and may be the best book ever devoted to a U.S. warship.
It first covers, in great detail, the ship’s history, from the first metal being laid in
1914 to the dedication of the final memorial in 1962, with an update to bring the
story of the National Monument up to date. The history has particularly good
footage of the dismantling of the superstructure and removal of the turrets.
There are photos of a dive to the wreck, including some photos from inside the
ship, and a discussion on how to preserve the ship for future generations. The
text includes reminiscences of survivors, as well as tributes from one of the
Japanese pilots and even survivors of the Bismarck! There are also articles on
the 50th and 75th anniversary commemorations of the attack. The book is outstanding in every detail and
is available from Casemate.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
Finally, a few books which I bought after I got back from Las Vegas, starting with two
from Osprey. Duel #112, UH-1 Huey Gunship vs NVA/VC Forces, Vietnam
1962-75, tells how the idea of helo gunships started elsewhere and was picked up
by the U.S. Army around 1958. The new HU-1 was found to be the perfect exponent
of the concept, and gunships regularly accompanied the “slick” troop carriers. The
book includes a cutaway side view of a UH-1C, an annotated view of the instrument
panel, and depiction of several different common armament fits. The enemy’s
weapons, ranging from rifles to dedicated a.a. guns, are covered as well. Tactics on
both sides are studied, and some good charts show how the Hueys maneuvered to
maximize firepower while trying to stay safe. The AH-1 Cobra is briefly mentioned,
the ACH-47 Chinook rather more so. This is a good intro to an important part of the
Vietnam story.
German Tanks in Normandy 1944, New Vanguard #298, is the companion
volume to #294 on the Allied tanks. It shows how the Germans had both superior
weapons and a better knowledge of the landscape at the time of D-Day, but how
poor command decisions and an underestimation of the Allies’ strengths resulted
in losses of an untenable percentage of those assets by the end of August. While
Zaloga’s writing is fine and his charts can be useful, there really isn’t much new
here, though the color side-views of a variety of weapons are just fine. The two
books combined form an expanded sort of “Duel” book about the months following
the invasion.
American Secret Projects 4, Bombers, Attack and Anti-Submarine Aircraft
1945-1974, from Crecy Publishing, is the latest update of a book first published in
2011. Heck, it’s really all new, since the page count has gone from 224 to 360! It
describes the developments that led to the bombers from the B-45 to the B-1 and
the attack aircraft from the AJ Savage to the A-10, along with dozens of other
designs that either made it to prototype status only or never left the drawing board.
Illustrations are a mixture of photos of actual aircraft, photos of models and multiview line drawings, many from original tech manuals or proposals, others drawn
specifically for the book. As with others in this series, there is a wealth of
information, and a lot of ideas for scratchbuilders.
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2021 IPMS Las Vegas Nationals - Observations
from Jim Pernikoff
The recent gathering in Las Vegas was the 57th IPMS National Convention (though the first 3 or 4 were
more properly “gatherings”) and the 24th which I had attended. It was the first in the Western third of the
country I had been to since Seattle in 1992, and that one was a natural because I was living and working
in Seattle at the time (more about that one later). I wanted to go to this one for two reasons: it marked
the 50th anniversary of my first Nationals, held in 1971 at the Hyatt Regency hotel right here in Atlanta,
and I wanted to see how Las Vegas had changed since my last visit there in 1987.
I elected to drive there, mainly on I-40, but I did go over to the parallel Route 66 for dining and lodging,
catching places I had missed on my 2019 trip on the Route. Weather was fine except on the third day
(Monday) when I had to drive through some torrential downpours west of Amarillo. I had lunch in
Kingman on Wednesday and arrived at the Rio hotel at around 3 PM, which was too early to check in, so
I just put my car in the covered parking deck, where at least the parking was free and protected
somewhat from the intense sunlight connected with the near-100-degree temperatures.
I headed through the casino and then discovered the seemingly interminable walk to the convention
center, which I would have to repeat a lot of times over the next four days. (I heard someone estimate
that it was 4/10 of a mile from the hotel lobby to the convention center lobby; I would have guessed
somewhat less but it was still quite tiring. I suggested that they needed moving sidewalks like those seen
in some airport terminals; at least these hallways were wide enough that those could be added without
too much trouble.)
I picked up my pre-registration envelope from some guy named Idacavage, who was being assisted by
some guy named Morales. Among the contents was a blue folder containing the event and seminar
schedules, the vendor-room layout, and a number of special offers. I proceeded to put on my badge and
head directly to the vendor room in front of me. I was interested in a particular European book that I had
been told would be available at a particular vendor, but while I decided not to buy the book, his neighbor,
Joe Francesco of Joe’s Models, who I’ve bought from at prior shows, had some interesting Hungarian
resin kits at fair prices, and I bought a few along with some accessory kits (see my column for reviews. I
then made my way around the room, eventually buying some books from Casemate.
I managed to lug all of this on the hike back to the lobby where, after a modest wait (which would get
much longer later in the afternoon!), I was able to check in at a kiosk and get my key to my room on the
6th floor (out of 20) in the Ipanema tower. Fortunately the elevators were not too far away, and there was
never a particularly long wait for any of them. I expected that the “suite” would have a bedroom separate
from the rest of the accommodation, but that was not the case; it was just a very large room, nicely done
except for the odd omission of a microwave oven, which apparently none of the rooms had. I was glad
that the air conditioner, which naturally got a lot of use, was rather quiet, since I’ve been bugged lately by
loud air conditioners in hotel and motel rooms. One useful inclusion was a small safe, in which I kept my
camera gear when I wasn’t using it.
I then made the walk to the parking deck (a pretty long walk in its own right) to get my suitcase and other
things I needed to have in the room for the five nights I’d be staying. I didn’t feel like going out to have
dinner, even though I had already gotten the idea that most of the hotel’s restaurants were extravagantly
expensive. I looked at the menu of one called Kang’s Kitchen (Korean cuisine) and found that one side
of the menu fit that description, but that the other side had some noodle and rice dishes which were only
a bit expensive. I had a bowl of bullgogi beef with rice and vegetables for about $22 which was quite
good. (But you can get a similar bowl at Marietta Square Market for about half the price.) I was surprised
to find out that Kang’s has three sister restaurants, apparently with different names – in Duluth and
Suwanee, Georgia!
(Continued)
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2021 IPMS Las Vegas Nationals - Observations
Continued
I considered my breakfast options while heading back to the elevators. The main breakfast restaurant in
the hotel was a place called Hash House A Go Go, whose prices also seemed excessive to me, though
the place seemed quite busy every morning; I knew that because it happened to be off the walkway to
the convention center. On either side of the path from the elevators were a Starbuck’s (also busy in the
A.M.) and the hotel gift shop, where I decided that my standard breakfast would come from there: an
apple or blueberry danish of the same brand sold by QuikTrip for $2.50, but this being Vegas, they were
$4.25, still a bargain compared to the alternatives!
Having largely finished my business in the vendor room, which was why I had wanted to get there on
Wednesday, Thursday would be a sort of day off, since I really didn’t want to get involved with the contest
room until Friday. I did take one walk through the room, though, and was surprised how many models
had already been set out. Space was fine, with long tables going front to back. Lighting was generally
adequate except for the corners, particularly the left front, where some of the figures and dioramas were
unfortunately placed. There was a stage along the right side of the room, and that’s where the raffle was
set up, along with a microphone for announcements. I had not planned to volunteer, but I was impressed
by the presence of our people at the pre-registration tables, so I threw my hat in the ring, and they put me
to work helping with model registration, which was important at that time of the show. My job was
basically to file the individual sheets for each entrant, after they had been processed, in a big binder
organized by IPMS number, which had some interesting surprises, particularly when international
members were involved. Occasionally an entrant had to change a category or add additional entries, and
it was my job to find his/her sheet and enter the changes. I had planned on working an hour but would up
working five; three in the morning and two after lunch! My only other plan had been to attend a seminar
on the Cleveland Air Races, but the presenter never showed up!
I did find one bargain in the hotel for lunch, though that depended on how hungry you were. I’ve had dim
sum (Chinese tea pastries) in the past and knew that they typically charged based on how many servings
you had selected from the carts passing through the restaurant. I saw that the individual servings at K.
J. Dim Sum & Seafood ranged from $3.50 to $5.50, so I tried that. I had a serving of steamed BBQ pork
buns and one of sticky fried rice and found that that was enough food, and it only cost about $9! Not
surprisingly, I returned there on Friday and repeated the exercise.
I did finally go out for dinner. I had always enjoyed the rotisserie chicken at El Pollo Loco during my 3month stay in southern CA in 1987, and had been very disappointed when their appearance in Atlanta
had only lasted about six months. Having discovered one less than 2 miles from the Rio, I went there for
dinner and for a change had a really reasonably priced dinner. I also did a little other shopping while I
was out in the car. While it was nearing sundown, the temperature was still in the high 90s!
On Friday, after my morning danish, I grabbed my SLR and began shooting up the contest room. Even
though I hadn’t shot many photos in Chattanooga, I seemed compelled to be a little more diverse here. I
took a break after each major category (aircraft, military vehicles, etc.) and eventually finished up after
lunch, not before running out of memory; fortunately I had my “small” Canon also available, and while not
ideal, I used it to finish up shortly before the room closed for the day.
(Continued)
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2021 IPMS Las Vegas Nationals - Observations
Continued
For dinner, I had discovered the presence of a Hofbrauhaus not too far away, licensed by the original in
Munich and like the one I had once eaten at in Newport, Kentucky (near Cincinnati). I’m a sucker for
Sauerbraten and by getting there early, I avoided the crowd that I knew would come later. The main
course was reasonably priced but I’m also a sucker for Black Forest cake and the enormous piece I
ordered pushed the bill into, well, Rio-like territory, but I didn’t mind. They had a talented musician who
was effectively a one-man band, and one of the selections he played was the theme from “Hogan’s
Heroes”!
For most of Saturday I just hung around, spending some time in both the vendor and contest rooms and
buying a few more things, though nothing like Wednesday afternoon. I found another reasonably-priced
place at the Rio for lunch, which they apparently only served on the weekend. Pho Da Nang is of course
Vietnamese, and I passed on the pho and had a nice platter of teriyaki chicken and rice for an only
slightly elevated price. (Interesting that all the fairly priced food in the Rio seemed to be Oriental. Wasn’t
this supposed to be a Brazilian-themed hotel?) Since the awards ceremony was to occur during the
dinner hour, I bought another blueberry danish to have as a late-afternoon snack before going down for
the cocktail hour.
The room filled up reasonably well for the ceremony, though there were still seats available. Among the
presenters was our own Dave Lockhart who served in his capacity as Director of Local Chapters in giving
out the appropriate awards. Then it was time for the annual “Bill and Aris” show, announcing the model
awards, and they did fine, without too much of the side humor they had sometimes done to excess.
(Note that as a former Northerner, I’ve known these guys longer than most of you!) After the awards, it
was the usual mad rush to pile into the contest room and try to see what had won before the models were
all taken out. The Grand Award went to a splendid scratchbuilt 1/48 Sikorsky Skycrane, though I had
voted for a 1/125 seaplane tender that had won Best Ship. After the ceremony I headed to the hotel’s
Sports Bar for a decent late-evening hamburger.
I elected to spend an extra day in Vegas to do some sightseeing; I drove to the south end of the Strip,
found a free parking deck and took the monorail to its northern terminus adjacent to the Sahara hotel. I
was surprised at how small the trains and cars were, just about the same size as the ones at Disney
World. While walking through the Sahara, I came across a nice taqueria called Uno Mas and had a
decent lunch. Then I walked two blocks to the Strat and paid $24 (discounted from $30) to take the
elevator to the 108th floor in their tower to enjoy the fabulous view. They have some thrill rides up there,
but at 800+ feet above the ground, I wasn’t interested! I walked back to the Sahara and took the
monorail back to the south end. I should point out that along the way I walked through several hotel
casinos, and the only one that wasn’t nighttime-dark was the one at the Tropicana. So, if you’re ever in
Vegas and want to gamble in simulated daylight, head for the Trop!
My last dinner in Las Vegas was at an Italian place called Battista’s Hole in the Wall that I had spotted
from the monorail, and it was also a short drive from the Rio. It was interesting that the menu was posted
on the wall, and all dinners came with wine and cappuccino! That might explain why the prices were
rather high. Since I don’t drink cappuccino, they offered me a soft drink instead, which was just fine.
(Continued)
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2021 IPMS Las Vegas Nationals - Observations
Continued
The return trip to Georgia again took five days, this time with fine weather throughout, and again I did
spend some time on Route 66. (The western Interstates have one nicety; west of the Mississippi the
usual speed limit is 75!) I did enjoy taking the son of a second cousin of mine, who is a senior at
Northern Arizona University, to lunch when I passed through Flagstaff. A bonus was getting a look at the
touring Union Pacific “Big Boy” steam locomotive #4014 when I spent a night in North Little Rock. I
guess that was the icing on the cake of a great trip. I’ve never been to an Omaha convention, but I’m
already planning on it!
Oh, and about Seattle in ‘92? I was the official model photographer for that show, which at the time
meant hanging around the contest room with the judges, taking slide photos of the winners in each
category when the judging was done, taking the rolls of film to one of the few nearby labs that would
process Ektachrome on a Saturday, organizing the slides and putting them in trays, and then sitting by
the slide projector (my own!) during the awards ceremony and hopefully showing the right model at the
right time! That was hard work! It is so much easier with today’s digital technology; I’m a bit jealous.
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Star Trekking
by Dennis Moore (a.k.a. Kid Maverick)
On 08 SEP1966 Gene Roddenberry's Star Trek aired on television with his first episode called "The Man
Trap". The Original Series lasted for three years during a decade characterized by the civil rights
movement and change. Many of its themes reflected much of the issues of the time having a cast made
up of multicultural backgrounds. The fictional crew worked and lived aboard the United Space Ship
Enterprise during a five year mission in deep space. They solved problems as a group rather than relying
on any one individual. Captain Kirk and his crew tried to peacefully explore the universe on the U.S.S.
Enterprise.
The crew aboard the Enterprise worked together as a diverse group of men and women solving problems
to overcome obstacles in exploration. The success of the ship was attributed to the diversity and
qualifications of the crew. Having graduated at the "top five percent" of his class at the Starfleet
Academy, Kirk commanded the Enterprise as the "youngest starship captain" in the fleet. Considered "a
stack of books with legs", he didn't believe in a "no-win scenario". His actions indicated that he was
"cunning, courageous, and confident", and he pushed himself and his crew to their limits.
The Enterprise's 1st officer (science officer), Mr. Spock, had a half human and Vulcan background. His
Vulcan culture has taught its citizens to control their highly emotional nature for the sake of his species'
survival. Spock relies on his analytical mind to calmly solve dire problems through logic. He has pointed
ears and uses a signature Vulcan sign with his hand in the form of a V accompanied with his saying, "live
long and prosper".
The ship's medical doctor, Dr. McCoy, maintained the crew's health and advised the captain. Although he
got along well with Kirk and gave him sound advice, McCoy and Spock frequently butted heads. Kirk
called the doctor "Bones" and McCoy could be found characteristically examining the crew with his
equipment like a medical tricorder. These were the central characters in Star Trek, and they had great
loyalty to each other and their crew.
Other equally important crew members on the bridge included: LT. Uhura (communication officer and
translator), LT. COM. Scott (engineer and 2nd officer) in Engineering, LT. Sulu (helmsman, physicist, and
3rd officer), and Ensign Chekov (navigator), tactical officer, and chief of security. These highly trained
crew members with diverse backgrounds increased the chances of arriving at solutions quicker due to
their diversity. Working together as a team allowed them to be more effective than one individual.
Captain Kirk commanded the United Space Ship Enterprise as an exploration vessel for Starfleet. The
United Federation of Planets often referred to as "the Federation" utilizes Starfleet to conduct "deep
space exploration, research, defense, peacekeeping, and diplomacy". The Enterprise, serial number
NCC-1701, came into service in 2245. It had an auxiliary vehicle called a shuttlecraft which launches
from the rear. A Constitution class ship, the Enterprise came armed with phasers and photon torpedoes
and uses deflector shields as defense. It ran on impulse and warp drive as propulsion, and the ship used
a matter/antimatter reaction to power its engines.
(Continued)
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Star Trekking - Continued
I created a Low Earth Orbit scene of the Enterprise
in my composite photo which included the Earth
and Moon. I built the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701
Refit from Polar Lights in 1:1000 scale. Placing the
ship on its stand, I shot it from below and behind.
The Moon shines in the top left corner of the photo
while I used a watermelon that I changed to the
color blue in photoshop for Earth. The Enterprise
floats next to the Earth mirroring it as a life
sustaining system. The ship is a portable Earth
supporting life in outer space with its living quarters,
galley, medical bay, etc. With a crew of 430, the
men and women lived and worked with each other aboard this newest ship on their five year mission.
Unlike Star Wars the crew of Star Trek act as explorers not warriors. The Enterprise treks through space
as an exploration vessel and not a warship. If we were to attain lasting world peace in the near future,
theoretically, there would be a significant reduction for the need of military personnel. Anything short of
Armageddon, we could take the surplus of military and transform many of them into explorers sending
them with scientist and technicians to explore the solar system, galaxy, and universe, just like in Star
Trek.
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AtlantaCon 2021
Scale Model Show and Contest

THIS YEAR’S THEME:

Operation Desert Storm
REGISTRATION/ADMISSION FEES:
$10 contest entry fee ($8 for IPMS/USA members)
$5 contest entry fee for Juniors (under 18)
$5 General Admission (age 12 and under free)
Contest entries must be submitted by noon.
VENDOR FEES:
$30/table, contact kdmcelmore@gmail.com
Food and beverages will be available for purchase.

Saturday
October 23, 2021
9:00 am – 4:00 pm
IAM Local 709 Union Hall
1032 S. Marietta Pkwy
Marietta, GA 30060

NEARBY HOTELS:
x

Wyndham Garden Marietta Atlanta North
455 Franklin Gateway SE, Marietta GA 30067
(770) 425-9977, www.wyndhamhotels.com

x

Radisson Hotel Atlanta-Marietta
1775 Parkway Place, Marietta, GA 30077
(770) 420-3533, www.radissonhotelsamericas.com

x

Econo Lodge Inn & Suites
639 Franklin Gateway SE, Marietta, GA 30067
(678) 355-5050, www.choicehotels.com

x

Super 8 by Wyndham Marietta/West/Atl Area
610 Franklin Gateway SE, Marietta, GA 30067
(770) 872-4428, www.wyndhamhotels.com

x

Quality Inn
1255 Franklin Gateway SE, Marietta, GA 30067
(770) 955-0004, www.choicehotels.com

x

Days Inn by Wyndham White Water
753 N. Marietta Pkwy, Marietta, GA 30060
(678) 324-9939, www.wyndhamhotels.com

Hosted by IPMS Atlanta, Inc.
& IPMS Marietta Scale Modelers
Contest Chairperson
Kim Elmore
(770) 962-2584
kdmcelmore@gmail.com
For contest categories and entry forms,
please go to www.ipms-atlanta.org
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(Editor Note: If you are bringing a model to put on the table and discuss at a meeting, please fill
out one of these info sheets for each model to help get correct and complete information about
yourThe
model
in the
next newsletter. Thanks!)
Trim
Tab
July 2019
Page 20

Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Fill out and bring with your
model to the club meeting.

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________
Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________
Scale: _______________________________________________________________________
Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________
Paints: _______________________________________________________________________
Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________
Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Fill out and bring with your
model to the club meeting.

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________
Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________
Scale: _______________________________________________________________________
Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________
Paints: _______________________________________________________________________
Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________
Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________
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Newsletter Publication Schedule
2021
Month
October
November
December

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)
October 15
November 12
December 10

email (Sunday)
October 17
November 14
December 12

2022
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)
January 14
February 11
March 11
April 15
May 13
June 10
July 15
August 12
September 16
October 14
November 11
December 16

email (Sunday)
January 16
February 13
March 13
April 17
May 15
June 12
July 17
August 14
September 18
October 16
November 13
December 18

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to weaston4@gmail.com
by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.
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To get this application in online "editible" form, go to
http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf
Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411
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